[Analysis of Different Quality Management Systems in Medical Practices in Saxony].
Since 1 January 2004, all physicians, psychotherapists and medical care centres on contracts with statutory healthcare in Germany are obliged according to § 135a section 2, no. 2 of the Fifth Social Security Statute Book to introduce and develop an intra-institutional quality management system. Thus, physicians are faced with the question of which quality management system is best suited to their own practice. A total of 24 medical practices were chosen by random sampling. The sample was collected in Saxony because the Health Insurance Physicians Unification Saxony provided the necessary information. First, 2 primary units were determined from the basic population. In the following step, a sample was taken for each primary unit using 3 quality management systems. The analysis was carried out with the help of three specially developed questionnaires (physician, employee and patient). The individual questions were developed independently of a quality management system. The basis was formed by the guidelines of the Federal Joint Committee, which describes the concrete contents of the quality categories. A total of 26 quality categories with different questions were available in the 3 survey groups. For the analysis of the data, the arithmetic mean was formed in the individual question complexes. Subsequently, a variance analysis was used to test whether the systems differed statistically significantly on average. Taking into account the costs of the individual quality management systems and their introduction, the effect size was finally analyzed according to η2 and Cohen's d. Finally, a cost-benefit analysis was carried out by researching the direct/indirect costs of the various quality management systems through a literature study. Based on model documents and process support, the "Quality and Development in Practices" had the highest score. Due to a specific family practitioner specialty, "Quality management systems in Saxony medical practices" had the next best scores. The individual quality categories such as the 'range of services' or 'treatment pathways and guidelines' indicate significant differences and sustained effect sizes between quality management systems. The assessment of quality management systems shows significant differences. The specific differences between the systems can be explained by the differences in process tools.